How to Find Pro/Con Topic Information

Library Resources Providing Multiple Perspectives and Pro/Con Information

**Opposing Viewpoints Database**  
Opposing Viewpoints is a rich resource providing multiple perspectives on current and controversial issues. It includes viewpoints, reference articles, infographics, news, images, video, audio, and more.  
**ACCESS:** Library homepage, FIND, Articles/Databases and Subject Guides, Opposing Viewpoints

**Issues and Controversies**  
Issues & Controversies explores and analyzes hundreds of hot topics in politics, business, government, crime, law, energy, education, health, family, science, foreign policy, race, rights, society, and culture. **LOCATION:** Periodicals Stacks. Also available from the Library’s home page under  
**ACCESS:** Available in Credo Reference database

**Congressional Digest (Periodical)**  
An independent, non–governmental monthly periodical featuring controversies in Congress. Each issue is devoted to one current topic, with background information and then pros and cons by 410 Congressional “debaters.”  
**ACCESS:** Available in Academic Search Ultimate database

**Contemporary World Issues**  
An ongoing series covering social and environmental issues. Each volume includes an overview, a chronology of related events, brief biographies, facts and data, legislation and litigation, a directory of organizations, and guides to other materials.  
**ACCESS:** Series search in Library Catalog: contemporary world issues